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Tutoring Packages 
Personal Proposals
We don't just put you in touch with the first tutor. We make individual
proposals to every student
taking into consideration their personal needs.

Exceptional IB Tutors
Qutors academic success initiative, integral with Qatar
Foundation mission and values, follows the Pre-University Education
system that is fully integrated into a variety of organizations that meet
Qatar's demands for research, education, and community development.
Qutors is an IBDP centric organization, parents and students can be
assured the tutors know the programme inside-out.

 

You’re a few steps away from the perfect
tutor. With the information in your
registration we’ll be able to propose
excellent  tutors that suit your needs.



Standard Core Standard

QAR1,990

Monthly Tutoring
 Subscription Plan

Monthly Learning Schedule personalized for the student for a specific subject 
Perfect start if you’re struggling in a particular area or with a specific topic
Revision support before a test or a quiz 
Some hours can be dedicated to time management, study skills, study planning
and personal statement. 
Long term assistance and tutoring for Personal Project, Internal Assessments or
Extended Essays
Go in-depth into sections of the syllabus
Pre-assessment evaluation to identify weak areas in the subject 
Assignment specific support 
Get in depth support throughout a longer period to make sure you stay on top
of your course
Have the time to build up rapport with your tutor so they know exactly how you
learn best
Multiple past papers revision to prepare for the curriculum. 
Weekly reports sent to parents for evaluation and to measure progress 

Core Tutoring Package 

 

 

4 lessons/month 

QAR3,200

8 lessons/month 

QAR4,980

12 lessons/month 

18 lessons/month
or two months 

QAR7,800

Advanced - 18

27 lessons/month
or two months 

QAR12,690

Advanced - 27

Core 



Core Standard Mini Exam Pack 

QAR2,699

IB Exams Tutoring
 Subscription Plan

Monthly Learning Schedule personalized for the student for a specific subject 
Mastering the IB Exam Rubric 
Identify, target, and improve your weakest areas 
 Become familiar with how to pick up difficult points on the final test
Past paper revision and answering the question techniques
Learn test-taking techniques so you feel ready on the big day
Go in-depth into all sections of the syllabus
Have the time to build up rapport with your tutor so they know exactly how you learn
best
Multiple past papers revision
Weekly reports evaluation to measure progress
Go in-depth into whole sections of the the past papers and book content
Multiple revision for each subject and exam questions until you master the syllabus
Past papers answering strategy evaluation
Fill in knowledge gaps across a subject and go in-depth into specific topics and areas

Exams Tutoring Package 

 

 

6 lessons/month 

QAR5,980

12 lessons/month 

QAR7,699

15 lessons/month 

18 lessons/month
or two months 

Advanced - 18

27 lessons/month
or two months 

QAR12,690

Advanced - 27

Exam Pack 



Our office facilitates all logistics and payment matters for a flexible
experience. At Qutors, we regularly check in with our tutors and students
to ensure you are receiving the support needed. In addition, we have a
dedicated team who create preparation resources for you to use.

Once you choose your preferred package, we’ll send you details to login
to our portal and access the exam-prep plan.

Quality control: We check in personally with all of our students after their
first session to make sure they are happy with their tutor and their
learning experience. If they don’t meet your expectations, we’ll come up
with a solution right away.

*Note off-campus in-person tutoring rates also include compensation for
the time the tutor spends travelling and can only be used within a 15
minute drive radius of Education City

We equip instructors
with the information,
instruction, and tools
necessary to make
sure that each lesson
effectively conveys
their IB knowledge
and experience.

Thank you for choosing Qutors - Center for Academic Success at Education City
For more information:

 
 www.qutors.co
 info@qutors.co


